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ABSTRACT
Increasing use of x-ray computed tomography systems (CT scanners) in the

diagnostic requires an efficient means of evaluating the performance of them.
Therefore, this paper presents the way to measure (Quality Control procedure-
Q/C) and define the CT scanner performance through a special phantom which is
based on the recommendation of the American Association of Physicists in
Medicine (AAPM). The performance parameters measurable with the phantom
represent the capability, so periodical evaluation of the parameters enable the users
to recognize the stability of the CT scanner no matter on the manufacturer , model
or software option of the scanner.

There are five important performance parameters which are to be measured:
Noise, Contrast scale, Nominal tomographic section thickness, High and Low
contrast resolution (MTF). The sixth parameter is, of course the dose per scan and
slice which gives the patient dose for the certain diagnostic procedure. The last but
not the least parameter is the final image quality which is given through the image
processing device connected to the scanner. This is the final medical information
needed for the good medical practice according to the Quality Assurance (Q/A)
procedures in diagnostic radiology. We have to assure the results of the
performance evaluation without environmental influences ( the measurement are
to be made under the certain conditions according Q/A). This paper will give no
detailed methodology recipe but will show on the one example; the system noise
measurements and linearity; the need and relevant results of the measurements.
The rest of the methodology is to be published.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The equipment used for this survey was a Radiation and Image Quality

Control kit designed for Image quality and CT performance evaluation as
recommended by manufacturers and by international methodology
recommendations. For the CT noise measurements we have used the AAPM III
designed phantom for the CT number evaluation. The scanner must be frequently
calibrated so that water is consistently represented by CT number zero and other
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tissues by their appropriate CT value. A check calibration that can be made daily
requires scanning material of known CT numbers such as the American
Association of Physicist in Medicine (AAPM) five-pin performance phantom
shown in Fig.l. The five pins are each made of a different plastic material with
very well known physical and x-ray absorption properties.

Fig.l. CT image of a five-pin
CT performance test phantom
originally designed by AAPM.
The attenuation coefficient for
each pin is known precisely and
the CT numbers are computed
by the CT scanner.

Following the scan of the phantom the CT numbers will be computed,
recorded and its mean value and standard deviation would be plotted on the screen.
The plot of the CT number versus linear attenuation coefficient should be a
straight line passing through CT number zero for water. If there is a deviation from
linearity that is an indication of misalignment or malfunction of the scanner.

The survey was done on the various CT scanner models all of which where
the III generation of the scanners (that is important for a physical image formation
and backprojection calculation process). All together we have covered almost all
CT scanners in Croatia.

System noise is defined as a percent standard deviation of a large number of
pixels obtained from a water bath scan ( water phantom of a 20 cm diameter-head
or 40 cm diameter-body). Though, it should be clearly understood that system
noise depends on many factors of scanner operations (kVp and filtration, pixel
size, slice thickness, detector efficiency and patient noise). It is patient dose, the
number of x-rays used by the detector to produce the image that controls noise.
Therefore it is important to measure the system noise.
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Table 1. CT scanners in use in Republic Croatia

Manufacturer

SIEMENS

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

HITACHI

SHIMADZU

Scanner model
all models of the HI generation
SOMATOM DR
SOMATOMDR2
SOMATOM DRG
SOMATOM DRH
SOMATOM HiSCAN
SOMATOM HiQS
SOMATOM AR.T

SYSTEC 3000
XXX

CT W 400/20H
CT W 450/20H

SCT 4500 TE -INTELECT

TEHNICARE 1440 HPS

Code

SR
SR
SG
SH
SHI
SHQ
SAT

GS

GX

H40
H45

SHTE

Number
in use

2
1
2
4
1
1
2

1
1

3
2

14+1

1

Insta
lied

1982
1985
1986
1987
1992
1993
1994

1986

198?

1990
1991

1996

1985

Noise is defined as

Ex-.
Noise =

n-\

Where X; is each CT value, x is the average of at least 25 values, n is the number of CT
values averaged (Noise is in statistic called Standard deviation)

We are measuring the noise so that the region of noise encompass at least 25
pixels ( five times more is better). Is should be done at five determination points,
four on the periphery of the phantom and one in the center of the water phantom.
This will give the spatial uniformity. If the result is satisfactory the linearity is to
be measured using the same pixel number.
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RESULTS
We have found out that the manufacturer and model dependence is connected

with the linearity of the CT scanner. Each model has its limits while performing
the CT number calculation. It was noticed that there is a similarity in nonlinearity
between the models of the same manufacturer which are operating with the same
version of the basic software (same basic calibration tables used for CT number
calculations) Fig.2.

Fig.2. Contrast linearity is acceptable if a graph of average CT numbers vs.
the linear attenuation coefficient is a straight line.

We will show four graphs (fig.l.a,b,c,d,) representing the measurements on the
same model of CT scanner - Shimadzu SCT Intelect 4800 TE operating with the
same software version and assumed in the same environmental conditions.

fig l a

fig.l.b
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figl.c

fig. Id
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The results are leading to the conclusion that the software is a limiting
factor in performance. The answer if the software could do better calculus on the
same hardware is not expectable as yes, because it means that the hardware, video
processor module or detector construction are limiting factors. This leads again to
the system performance in whole and the manufacturer should give the limitations
which are expected from the scanner while in operation mode. We have expected
that the linearity will be a constant for the same hardware-software combination
but it came out that the basic environment in which the scanner is operating affects
the performance ( humidity, temperature). The way of first calibration and
installation affects the linearity. There are no two CT scanners which have the
same hardware installed and that is the reason for the difference in calibration. On
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the other hand the similarity in nonlinearity indicates the performance limitation
caused by the CT model characteristic. It is possible to distinguish the
manufacturers by the nonlinearity pattern on their CT scanner models.

DISCUSSION
If the noise is evident the resolution of low-contrast objects is limited and

that affects the final diagnostic image. It is possible that the diagnostic details are
not visible on the image what leads to the wrong diagnosis. If the spatial
uniformity is satisfactory that does not mean that the linearity is valid. A lot of
decisions are made on the basis of determined CT number for the given tissue.
A minor deviation would result in inaccurate CT number generation but would
probably not significantly affect the visual image on the monitor screen. The fact
that the image is visually not affected leads to the minorizing the CT number
deviations in daily work so that the proper cause of the mulfunctional generation
of the CT numbers often stays hidden till any hardware mulfunction occurs. The
maintenance includes the linearity check so the real reason for the nonlinearity is
almost always not detected. That is the reason why the CT scanners have to
undergo somewhat rigorous quality checks than other radiology equipment. CT's
are subject to all the misalignment, miscalibration, and mulfunctioning difficulties
of a conventional x-ray unit, and more. They have additional complexities of the
multimotional gantry, the interactive console and computer. Each of these
subsystems allows more possibilities for drift and instability, resulting in
degradation of image quality. For that reason a dedicated quality-assurance
program is essential for each CT scanner. Such a programm includes daily, weekly
monthly, and annual measurements and observations in addition to the ongoing
preventive maintenance program.

Better image quality is achievable with more mAs per scan, which means
more entrance skin dose to the patient which means more unnecessary irradiation
which means greater health risk etc....
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